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About This Game

BAPTISM is a short kinetic novel about a madman, a child, and a lake.

This is a story about a religious family living in the western United States, and the strange events that caused their lives to
change forever.

Featuring almost 5000 words of story, hand drawn graphics, an original soundtrack, and a free art book, this project was brought
to you be the wonderful people on Kickstarter!

--This game contains heavy religious themes and violence against children. Please be aware before purchasing!--
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A neat doujin game where you move by shooting.

To progress you must master each of the five different characters available and for the boss battles you must use the their main
weapon to move and their sub weapon,which is usually a lock on\/homing projectile type to damage the boss.. Main photo shows
a spolier on the Maluch. I don't see spoilers anywhere is this dlc or in the game what so every. Kinda dissapointing to be honest..
This is the dumbest game that everyone will have fun playing. If you're looking for cheap entertainment for you and some
friends, this is a good option.. Archangel is a marvellous idea over a weak gameplay. Your mech is just outstanding, great design
and details, massive scale proportion. In the intro\/tutorial you feel so powerful and the indirect hand control of your giant robot
works as it should.

Sadly, this is the peak of the game. Many complained about being on rails: great arcade games are usually on rails, I'm perfectly
fine with this as soon as the gameplay is fun and compelling.

In Archangel you have to do four actions:

1) shot with crosshair (60% of your time)
2) to use your shield to block enemy shots (38% of your time)
3) to punch something (1% of your time)
4) to grab something (1% of your time)

It if wasn't for the story and the huge mech, Archangel would be an extremely boring seated shooter. And the story is not that
good.

Is it a disaster? No, I don't think so. It very depends on how much you loves robots, I like them a lot but love also good games.
Here you get just the robot, at this price doesn't worth for me.. Very cool. Can't wait for future updates.. Very short - but
interesting.. Bought this and it's not my sort of game to be honest.
Though i will say it's a well made and nice looking game that will probably appeal to fans of platforming/jumping games .
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what an awesome and nostalgia-filled shoot 'em up\/bullet hell game. the game is full of character from the art style to the great
soundtrack, i spent many years of my childhood watching anime series like (Grendizer and such). even my nickname on Steam
is based on a character from Grendizer series.

gameplay wise, the game plays great and the easy difficulty would suit new comers very well and even medium is good. the
harder ones are for the vets of course and they are lots of fun too. you start with your robot and you have the normal attack and
there is a charged attack that takes a few seconds to charge and there is the omega bomb wich is usable only 1 time per stage.
also there are ships that you can merge with to get an extra weapon like rockets or thunder and they are really helpful. i loved
every second of this game and i would highly recommend to anyone interested in old animes like Grendizer and such or any one
interested in bullet-hell games <3.. Rather disappointing. Camera controls were buggy the games start up was rough and it was
just a rather unpleasant experience over all. When trying to select options in game sometimes options didn't go through and it
became increasingly more annoying. Meh.. It's pretty good so far.. The clothing options only replace the base game ones. They
do not add more. I bought this assuming there would be more choices. There isnt. They just replace the old ones and they dont
even look as good as the old ones. Complete waste of money. Dont buy it.. Simple, calm and funny game. The graphics are neat,
gameplay feels smooth. Worth the money, however the amount of content is rather small. Ships feel all the same, since they do
not gain different weapons on upgade. There are only a few events and therefore there is not really much to explore while
traveling around. You can hire a fleet, howeer the AI is terrible, always ramming you and getting destroyed in the first battle,
because they attack everything they see and wont flee if low on health.

I'm looking forwards on updates, I like the game concept a lot.. I bought the game and couldnt even play it due to some error.
And now just today I've downloaded Green Hell and that does'nt work either. I'm done with steam! They suck. Tungulus is a
horror game made in game guru and if that doesn't strike fear in your heart then I don't know what will.

Story:

The main characters friend buys a new house and wants to throw a party to celebrate the new purchase. But the friend has to
leave urgently because reasons and wants the main character to check the basement for the supplies and wait for him to come
home and while exploring the basement you find something evil.

That's about all the story this game has to offer and it makes no sense at all. If it wasn't for the introduction at the beginning of
the game then I wouldn't know what the hell was going on, cause there's basically nothing more than that intro text. So if you
want a psychological horror game where the story is deep, then look elsewhere cause this game doesn't have anything to offer in
the story department.

Graphics:

The graphics are pretty much all stock assets that the developer got out of the store. For example in the very first room you
begin in has a doorway where the door is actually a fridge door, so what he did was place a fridge model in the doorway and
didn't let the player open it, which is absolutely cheap.

Audio:

It feels like this game was made by GDnomad cause all the sound effects and music is pretty much on par what you hear in his
games. This stock ambiance music and some stock sound effects. There's nothing original about the audio department at all.

Gameplay:

There's not much gameplay in Tungulus, all you do is explore environments, pick up a key to open a door in another room and
repeat a few times and the game is over. Apart from that there's literally nothing more, no stealth, puzzles that shouldn't even be
called puzzles and that's about it.

Verdict:

Tungulus is a horrible horror game. It's pretty much on par with all the stock horror Game Guru games and is not worth your
time or your money at all. There's English grammar mistakes, constant crashing and 10 minutes of gameplay. This is serious by
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the way, you can literally finish the game in 10 minutes or less. Just stay away from this one at all costs.

Final Rating:
1\/10

Pros:
N\/A

Cons:
- English grammar mistakes
- Constant crashing
- Game takes 10 minutes to beat
- Not scary at all

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews. E.Wolf's +5

1. If you enjoyed the first Running Through Russia game, you will enjoy this sequel. If you did not enjoy the first game because
of technical issues or a lack of content, you may enjoy this improvement.
2. Multiple levels with varied appearance and enemies. The levels have various references to the real world.
3. A better score function with leaderboards.
4. Improved technical performance. Though not perfect, the game functions much better overall than the first game.
5. Thousands of achievements and various ways to earn them, instead of the simple unlocking of the achievements in the first
game. The game is much more enjoyable thanks to this.. quot;Three computer difficulties" is currently false. "Medium" and
"hard" are labelled "coming soon" and are not available for selection. The "easy" difficulty is split up into thinking time
categories, from 1 second to 15 seconds, but it seems to make little difference.

Very tempted to give the game a thumbs down for that lie alone, but multi-player is what any board game adaption is all about,
and I'm just happy to see this available for Windows.. Not as good as the first but at least its trying to be a different game.
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